1003. Crochet Rose Pattern.
Crochet Rose is a beginner crochet pattern for the two layers crochet flower. You can make it in one color or in two colors (here is
an idea: the second layer made in green will be leaves). The finished flower is approximately 3 1/2 inches (9 cm) in diameter if
you used recommended yarn and hook size. Make it smaller if you need so by switching to thinner yarn and smaller hook size.
Crochet Rose Flower makes a great applique or a hair accessory :)

Recommended yarn: medium weight or worsted weight
(weight category #4). I used Red Heart Super Saver.
Recommended crochet hook: I9/5.5 mm or J10/6.00
mm
Stitches and abbreviations used: CH - chain, SC - single
crochet, DC - double crochet, slip stitch.

*************************************************************************************************************

The center of the flower:
(this center "holds" arcs for
both layers)

The first layer:
(the arcs of the first layer):

SC in the ring. You just made
one arc for the petal. (one arc is
CH 2, SC in the ring].

CH 2 for the second arc

CH 3

CH 3, join in a ring with a slip
stitch.

SC in the ring and another CH Total should be 6 arcs for 6
2. Repeat [SC in the ring, CH petals. Finish with a slip stitch.
2] 4 more times.

Petals of the first layer:
in the first arc: [SC, DC, DC, DC, SC]
Repeat [ ] for 5 remaining arcs. Finish with a slip stitch in the
back side of the flower.

The first layer is ready :)

The different colors of layers
The second layer:
on this pic give you better idea
You can use it as a single layer on where both layers should
the arcs:
(flat) flower applique as well :) join - they should be done in
DC in the same center of the
the same center ring.
flower where you made SCs for
the arcs of the first layer. Each
DC of the arcs of the 2nd layer
is between the SCs of the arcs
of the 1st layer.(just check
again the previous picture).

CH 3

Make 5 more arcs [DC, CH 3] . Slip stitch to join the last CH 3 Petals for the second layer: Each petal of the second layer
Total number of arcs in the
with the first DC.
[SC, DC,DC,DC,DC,SC]. Repeat should be under the petal of
[ ] for each arc of the second
second layer is the same as in
the first layer.
layer.
the first layer, 6 arcs.

The ready Crochet Rose Flower and what else can you do with it
- just attach it to the hairclip! (You will need a hot glue gun, add
3-4 drops of hot glue to the hairclip and press the flower to it for
2-3 minutes untill the glue cools completely).

